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NEW YORK _
On Thur-sday April 12 Sam Dolgoff talks
on "Anarchism 8: Marxism" and Merrill
Moss on "Anarchism 8: the New "Anarcho
Capitalism" :L_ibertarian Book Club 369
8th Avenue at 29th Street New York City
7:30 pm. Refreshments. (FREE)

+#+#+*+*+#+*+#+#+*+*+*+*+*+*+
ANARCHO 79: Anarchists weekend with
talks films debates music etc. Speakers
from CNT and the libertarian movement
in Spain and Britain. April 13/ 14/15. at

CE’H:£$l‘c?l'>;P‘l§l'%¥'g9>l‘$;}'§+l;i‘I$££Q¥"i‘§&i‘l:’iwl'2
BROAD BASED LIBERTARIANS: An att--
empt iis being made toset upa broad-based
libertarian group with the aim of dissem-
inating libertarian ideas to a wider audienc
than present groups have axhieved- If you
are interested write to: LIBERTARIAN
STUDY GROUP Box Z2 Rising Free
182 Upper St. London N1.

*+*+*+#+*+*+#+#+#+*+#+#+#+*+
ANTI-ELECTION POSTERS : Two anti-
election cartoon posters : "Bugger the lot
of them " and "To Change the Masters- - "
Hand printed linocuts suitable for dome sti
or shop window display: 40p each (post inc
from: Peter Ford 22 Royal Rd. Ramsgate

e+#+*+*+*+#+*+#+#+*+#+*+*+*+#+*+#+

~._»O

SEXUALITY & FREEDOM. STOP PRESS
Please add 15% to the prices of the
Wilhelm Reich Booklist on page 10
of this weeks supplement to cover
postage costs. Also the following
from that list are out of print:
Mass Psychology of Fascism
Sex-Pol : Essays.
Ollendorf : Reich
R croft: Reich

4IWlRCIII$T- ~fisvmsr
PMFEASNCE
NEW YORK. 28 Agil 1979. The Assoc-
iation of Libertarian Feminists, in con-
junction with the Gay Men's Alliance of 0
Hunter College, will be sponsoring an
anarchist feminist conference. The Sat-
urday afternoon conference will be held
at the Park Royal Hotel, 23 W. '73 St,
New York City. Speakers will include
Alix Kates Shulman, author of To the
Barricades: The Anarchist LifeTf'E'mma
Coldman and editor of Red Emma S aks
and Paul Avrich, author 3 An American
Anarchist: The Life of Voltalrine de
Cle e. Workshops on current aspects
of anarchist feminism and gay anarchism
will also be featured, and anarchist and
anarchist feminist literature will be
available.

Registration begins at ll a. m. , the
conference at noon. Suggested contribut-
ion $3. For further information, contact
Sharon Presley, ALF National coordinat-
or, 41 Union Square West, Suite 1428,
New -York, NY 10003, Tel: 212/361-
092 '7.

Pain-r_-E-p 31 'l)1AG'lC. mm , new-re
Pvsusl-l€1> B7~Ffl.eE1>oM PR€S.S, e_:1

Extra copies of the Guy Fawkes poster (printed on one side only) are available from Freedom Collective. Prices are 25p for 10 and £1. 50 for 100 (prices include postage). Ian the Printer
' ot'at with Pet r Ford re the re roduction of his lino cuts as reetin card stcards and mmed labels t r is I ds for UAPS. F rth r d t il 1 t . W h lr ‘mneg ring 9 p g g s,po gu 0 aeun u e easaer e avea eadyprmted
a series of animal studies (badgers, otters, roe deer, puffins, seals, dolphins, sea eagle, etc. , etc. )by Borin Van'Loon to raise money for DISABILITIES UNLIMITED. Send sae for fur-
ther details to:- 22 Dane Road, Margate, Kent CT9 2AA. Tel: 0843 25902.
"This morning I went go to bus stop so one boy 81 girls is backwards 8; mental and 4 people is laughter 8; cheeky words on backwards 8; mental people but I have very angry with 4 people
because Ifeeling sorry for backward & mental people. I said "NOT LAUGHTER" to 4 people. " "Deaf always with all deafs people why because all deafs people is hate to hearing people
because hearing people always pick on deaf and always talking about and laughter on sign language deaf and hearing people always to deaf is DUMMY and MUTE so deaf don't like called
DUMMY 81 MUTE 82 DUMB" Welc ome to Lor aine the Pr inte r who is severely deaf and technically dumb but not DUMB who has just joined us. (Overall, however, women in craft
printing jobs are few and far between. (he figure quoted recently was a ratio of one to thirty. Why is this so? According to the EOC, a main reason is that craft training is historically a

al " "A ason oft n 1v n b l fo ot o that th ot th tr ni th d ot st lo h th ff d ha b bi th -

I

m e pr-eserve.... re e g’ e y emp oyers r n empl ying women is ey are n wot ai ng: ey 0 n ay ng enoug ; ey go o an ve a es; ey are al
ways off sick; and they cannot work the full hours. Again, this is no longer true. . . . . " editorial by female editorial team of Offset Printing March '79.
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Small explosion in Westminster: Only 1 dead
4

THE LAST MONTH has seen a new wave
of shootings and bombings in Northern
Ireland, as well as in Holland, Belgium
and Britain. Among the fatalities were
a British soldier killed in a mortar bomb

l

having suffered a particularly abominable
and dastardly death and because they
deem it to have a particular significance
and particular consequences for the fut-
ure.

attack 0" an 9-1‘1T1Y base in 50115‘! Armagh) \ Really, we are not connoisseurs in
the British embesseder to the Netherlands death and it is hard to know how to our
S11‘ Rich?-1'5 SYl<95r 5h°l1 in '1:he Hague, erentiate in degree of horror between
and 3 Belgian banker, Andre Mich?-"K, someone killed by a mortar or by a mer-
shot by a suspected member of the IRA
because, it is supposed, he was mistak-
en for another British diplomat. Then,
last Friday, a small bomb explosion at
the House of Commons carpark resulted
in the death of a man who was driving his
blue‘ Vauxhall up the ramp towards the
exit. -

These latest killings are just a few
more drops in the ocean of figures quot-
ed in the Bennett report on police interr-
ogation procedures in Northern Ireland,
according to which, over the last ten
years, over 1, 800 people have been 1
killed and over 21, 000 wounded in more
._than 6, 000 bombings. -

_ ‘J6
The latest fatalities are said to mark

the start of a new terrorist campaign
after a time of relative qui-ell. In 1978-

cury bomb. In both cases it is a question
of collecting the pieces in a polythene bag
as best one can. But, it transpires from
the furore, that this man in the blue car
counted for more than all the rest. And
certainly he must have been a man of
rare qualities to fit- so many seemingly
contradictory categories at once: "one
of freedom's warriors" (Thatcher); "a
soldier and military man first, a polit-
ician second" and yet "a master of polit-
ical intrigue" (§'_i§h__Times); "one of the

L kindest and most respected members of
the House" (Steele); "the unassuming MP

{with the spectacular war record" (I3-j_s_h_
;~ News); a man "whose memory will sur-_
;\-ri'v'é'the ravages of terrorism and will be
an incentive to those who believe in fair

Y play, integrity and political freedom."
5 {President of the Methodist Church in

there were about_500 shootings compared L Ireland). And from"A'irey Neave himself,
to around 1, 000 in l9'7‘7._.and -aver 10, 000
at the height of the troubles in 1972. The

1 more modestly, "I know how the IRA
should be dealt with, because I was a

l u

"' 1

~

the responsibility has been claimed by
Irish socialists, we might expect an 1
apology from Mr Lynch. It is not how-
ever from a need to reply to so unimag--
inative a remark that we editorialise,
but because the following points are, in
our view, worth making. ~

In the first place the death of Airey
Neave can have no greater a personal
effect on us than the death of any other
of our-apolitical enemies - and these are
legion! Far be it from us to quote a
single one of them with approval, but it 7
would be difficult to find a better way of
expressing o11r thoughts than through
Enoch Powell's comment: "I amcsure
that Airey Neave would have wished
nothing better than to share the same
end as so many of his innocent fellow cit
izens for whom the House of Commons
is responsible". Airey Neave himself,
as Shadow Secretary of State for North-
ern Ireland, had called for an "all-out
war against the Provisional IRA". in the
wake of the murder of the British amb-
assador Ewart-Biggs. As a soldier he
could hardly have expected not to die as
the victim of a war he had himself dec-
lared, or indeed to have felt badly had
the commandant of Colditz been murder-=
ed while he was imprisoned there - "a A
terrorist myself once".

number of bomb explosions had declined terrorist myself once". _ In-the second place, we know how easy -
to 226 in 1979 compared with 1, 382 in We anarchists have been blamed for and 11°" mistake" it W°"1<' be '=° f=111i"t° A
1972. Fourteen soldiers and Ulster De- Mr Neave's death by no less than the the '1'“? "1a'=°at°h°B 8° "MY would-be .
fence Regiment men were killed last 'liaoiseach of the Republic of Ireland, rev°1“tl°“°'1'lesi ' that_°f feeling °b1i3°d
year, compared with 129 in 1972. Up to Jack Lynch, who felt the killing was so ‘=9 take “P “,P°Si'1°" elthel‘ f°1‘ °1‘ against"
the end of June 1978 32 civilians had been "cowardly and cold-blooded", that it “°1°“°° in 1t8°_1l- S"°h "Bum"? is 7
killed, compared with 69 the year before. bore to such an extent the mark of "twist- sterile in E;e_°memer and can have n°

Further reference must be made to ed and evil minds" that "It can be the lrapmrt with Intelligent rev°1“fi°'m'Y
the killing of the man at the House of work only of ‘anarchists who want to.-rule thl“ki"g- 9 _ g
Commons for one reason--alone: the by the bomb and the bullet and who seek
fact that he has been singled out by polit- to destroy the democratic processes and
icians, the media and Scotland Yard as ordeged society everywhere". Now that Continued on page 2 _

~ n



DEATH OF A
2 FREEDOM

Continued from page 1

As anarchists, of course our funda-
mental attitudes spring from ethical
considerations. However, these revolve
not around a faith in violence/non-viol-
ence as religious doctrine, but around
the fact that we will speak and write and
act in accordance only with the m__e_a;_1ls_
we consider most approgiate to obtain
freedom. n.“--_

Ks anarchists we do not share the aims
and objectives of the IRA or the Irish
National Liberation Army (who have ad-
mitted to the murder), and we can see
no way in which this death will bring -
freedom, as we understand it, any closer.

Airey Neave was, it is true, a man
whose intentions, once in office, we had
every reason to abhor. A close associate
of Thatcher, and instrumental in bring-
ing about her victory in the 1974 Tory
leadership struggle (- and incidentally,
an adviser to Jim Callagham in his vict-
orious bid for leadership!) he was ideo-
logically close. to her. Contrary to the
pejorative root of the word ‘Tory’ which,
after all, means ‘Irish Catholic bandit’.
he had traditionally shown little, if any,
support or understanding for the Irish
Catholic cause.

He was a supporter of the greater use
of the Special Air Services in Northern

IT seems that President Carter has
sufficiently twisted the arms of Messrs.
Beg-in and Sadat, mainly with promises
of military goodies, to have made the
world safe for Mobil Oil. At least he
thinks so and on the wings of victory he'll
ride to re-election.

Well meaning people both in Israel and
Egygjz-'-probably hope that the agreement
between the two countries is only the
first step towards true self rule for the
one million Palestinians living in the A
‘Vest Bank and Gaza Strip. Maybe they're
right but I think they're deluding them-
selves. The Palestinians living here
know better; they know that Sadat has
sold them out, that Carter cares primar-
ily for a stable flow of oil, and that Be-
gln's autonomy is a cover for continuat-
ion of Israel's creeping annexation of the
occupied territories.

Since the beginning of Carter's visit
there have been demonstrations on the
West Bank that have been put down vio-
lently-by the Israeli military administ-
ration. Arab students answering the
PLO's call for demonstrations during
Carter's visit have been setting up
blockades of burning tyres in the streets,
carrying pro-Palestinian placards,
shouting anti -Israeli slogans, and throw-
ing rocks at soldiers and at passing
buses and cars.

One centre of the demonstrations has
been the town Ramallah and its vicinity
which is north of Jerusalem. On the
first day of Carter's visit pupils from
the boys‘ high school threw stones at
soldiers who received orders to repulse
them and did so by beating several stud-
ents and their teachers with nightsticks.

Ireland, and a champion of the British
army and police. He was firmly opposed
to the withdrawal of troops from Ireland.
He was a staunch advocate of law and
order in general and theideath penalty
for killers of the security forces in part-
icular. He had even called into question
the granting of citizenship to Irish imm-
igrants.-

But Neave was suffering from serious
heart trouble when he died, and it is un-
likely that had he lived to take it, he
would have survived long in office. Even
then, it is doubtful that his attitude to
Ireland differed in any substantive points
from that of the present Secretary of
State Roy Mason, of whom he largely
approved. It is quite possible that he felt
more sincerely than many_o'f_hisi coll- '
eagues and most of the media about the
evils of torture since his own much-
bruited experience of it at the hands of
the Gestapo. It is clear that, for what-
ever motive or tactic, he had been anx-
ious to hasten publication of the Bennett
report which supported evidence of ‘ill-
treatment' by the Royal Ulster Constab-
ulary and had promised (Gerry Fitt) an
investigation into it.

These matters are not important to
us. Where we are concerned, what counts
is that Airey Neave was a man of State

ISRAEL
REPORT
The soldiers later arrested the leaders
of the demonstration. The teachers and
the area superintendant of schools
promptly resigned.

The next day in the town of Bir_ Zeit, A
the site of a college near Ramallah,
students again demonstrated. This time
soldiers fired on the students, wounding
four. The soldiers claimed they were
fired upon first but a later search failed
to t1n'n up any evidence of shooting by
the students. The commander of the unit
was removed from his post and that's
probably, although not necessarily, all
that will happen to him. .

Today, the 15 March, approximately
300 students demonstrated in the small
town of Hilhool near Hebron, which is
south of Jerusalem. They began hurling
stones at a small detachment of 10 sold-
iers which was present in the town and
several civilians from a nearby settle-
ment who were passing through. Fright-
ened, the soldiers at first fired into the
air and then fired at the students, killing
twvo. Rumours say that the civilians fired
on the students. As yet nothing has been
proved and autopsies have been ordered
in an attempt to determine whether the
bullets came from the soldiers‘ rifles
or from the others.

Through all this curfews have been
declared, widespread searches carried
out, arrests made, and schools closed.

OF THE STATE
among other men and women of State
and that, had he assumed office over
Ireland, whether opposed to RUC ‘ill-
t:reatment' or not, he would have become
responsible for the death and injury of
others for as long as British troops re-
mained on Irish soil. Given this single
and overwhelming fact, any useful out-
come from Neave's death, as opposed
to that of any of the rest, is not easy to
detect. The only likely results are a
boost for the Tory law and order plat-
form for the restoration of capital pun- -9
ishment, for Jim Jardine and his friends

-of the Police Federation, and an intens-
ification of the persecution of Irish
people in this country.

For these reasons, the death of Airey
Neave delights us not. But it has a cert-
ain symmetry of its own. Better than
any of his colleagues, as the man who

ing and other war criminals, he knew
the Nuremberg principles whereby every
soldier is liable for war crimes against
peace and humanity - including the plann
ing, preparation or waging of a war of
aggression.

Thus it can truly be said that Airey
Neave, who prosecuted by the Nurem-
berg principles, also died by them.

EDITORS R

served writs of indictment on Hess, Goer-

Mayors and other Arab notables were
forbidden to attend assemblies planned
in Bethlehem and Bir Zeit in protest
against Carter's visit. Arabs in turn
published statements in support of the
Palestinian Liberation Organisation
as the sole representatives of the Pales-
tinian people.

All these events show how much the
occupation of Arab territories is a can-
cer eating away at Israel. Today, in the
midst of the buoyant mood in the country,
the government announced that there's
nothing in the peace treaty which pre-
vents the establishment of more Israeli
settlements on the West Bank and the
Supreme Court declared in a decision
that expropriation of Arab lands is legal
since the settlements established on
them obviously contribute to Israel's
sectu'ity. How can an area be autonomous
if a foreign power can confiscate its cit-
izens‘ land and conduct basic training
for its army on it?

The main problem in this area is not
empty desert. it's people; not agreements
between countries, hut rather freedom
for all the people who live in them. The
agreement between Israel and Egypt is
obviously not the worst thing that's ever
happened here; it would be false to say
there aren't any good points about it.
“le may all be s1u'prised and in hvo or '
three years a Palestinian state will be
established. The treaty, however, doesn't
address _in a direct and immediate way_
the primary problem which so dominates
everything in the Middle East and for
this it must be criticised. o
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On the complete poster, the dogs stand under the banner headline:
"DON'T VOTE !" and stand over the exhortation: "Organise at Grass
Roots Level!"
Ideal pre-election window display for all petty bourgeous deviationists!

NQAM CLERMAN Sales & price of the 2 above posters by Peter Ford on Contact page.

-'3

(also see "Ian the Printer" notes on Contact page re Guy Fawkes poster
and Peter Ford's posters) ~
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An unlimited edition of this linocut in black and white is available (£1. 25
inc postage and packmg). Also a two colour version (oatmeal & dark brown)
in a limited edition of '75, price £6. See Contact page for Peter's address.
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Dear friends

It's good to see something on the ‘nat-
ional question' in Scotland (Colin Mackay,
‘Edinburgh Spring‘, Review, 19 March)
because at least it opened up some top-
ics, but to put it mildly the article was
extreihely negative.

To reject the legacy of the past in such
a comprehensive manner is also to re-
ject the future. A classless society may
be possible, but one without culturally
diverse regions is unthinkable. Colin's
cry of ‘Long live Anarchy!‘ is just a
grand but vacuous platitude if one does
not realise that ‘the struggle‘ must be
rooted in a consciousness that is a com-
ing to terms with personal and collective
experiences which implicityly occur with-
in a cultural setting.

What we must strive to make obvious
is that the positive potential of any cult-
ure cannot be fully realised without lib-
ertarian and internationalist perspectives.
Kropotkin commented that "each nation-
ality brings its own precious building
stone for the general development of the
commonwealth".

Like Colin my home city is Edinburgh,
but Ifind no difficulty in proclaiming that
"IT IS MINE, source of my historical
roots" etc. , for quite simply I feel that
it is. I don't have -to be a nationalist to
think such a thing. As it happens I am an
ex-nationalist.

My first spark of political conscious-
ness was the product of our myth-laden
Scottish history. Romanticism cannot
distort the horrific objective realities of,
for instance, the progrom and cultural
repression initiated by the British State
after Culloden in 1746. '

Colin is correct in eschewing the ex-
travagant presuppositions made by Nat-
ionalists regarding the existence of a
unitary Scottish nation. As Rocker points
out, "It is the State which creates the
nation, not the nation the State". Thus
the nation could be viewed as the cultural
product of the State just as classes are
the product of capitalist relations in the
economic sphere.

We cannot ignore the existence of nat-
ions (or classes) just because we find -
the process of their creation distasteful.

|_/J Ki P
§——- 

Dear comrades
Francis Ellingham is unfair to John

Clark. (Vol. 40 no. 5). In spite of the
title of his article (which may or may
not have been his own) Clark was not i
seeking to define Anarchism as an entity.
He was analysing the concept of Anarch-
ism and seeking to rid it of some of the
ambiguities with whiéh it has been sh-
rouded for so long. Even if one doesn't
accept his analysis, the attempt is surely
praiseworthy.

If Freddie Ayer ever wrote "words
have no meaning beyond the meaning that
is given them" I'm quite sure he would
repudiate that statement now. Indeed, I
fancy I remember him saying that he
supported the statement of Wittgenstein
that the purpose of philosophy was to
show the fly the way out of the bottle,
that is, to analyse and clarify ordinary
language. It seems to me that Francis
Ellingham (and some other of your cont-
ributors) seek to cork the fly tightly up
in its bottle. o '

Freedorri,_fQr__A_§t_:_r_i_d_Proll_ is the title of
a new pamphlet, price 55p. brought out
by her support group, the Friends of
Astrid Proll. 14 A4-size pages long, it

Nor can we be so contemptuously dismiss- sivee excellent coverage of Ans10-Ger-
ive of those whom we see as having come
to terms with the problem inadequately
- i.e. the nationalist movement. There
is a parallel here in our treatment of all
things Marxist and the socialist move-
ment. We must attempt to maximise
rather than minimise points of (critical)
contact between anarchism and these

man relations, the growth of political
dissent in Federal Germany in the '60s,
a detailed account of the growth of anti-
terrorist legislation and the police and
military apparatus, prison conditions in
Germany - and in Brixton - as well as
information about Astrid herself and -
the campaign to prevent her extradition.

movements_ g Two quibbles only: what is that curiou
Yours sincerely

CRAIG LIDDLE
Edinburgh

hybrid the ‘FDR’ mentioned in the Intro-
duction, and is the real battle against
‘imperialism’, as it says, or State pow-
er pure and simple?

For instance, Ellingham says, I use
anarchism to mean a life without control,
which surely must be the equivalent of
saying, a life in which people behave in
such a way as not to cont:rol others, and
if that isn't a moral ideal, what is
Yet he says he rejects moral ideals.
Is he rejecting his own anarchism

Yours fraternally
o GE OFFREY BARFOOT

Wells, Somerset A

A/4s1ERn4M- siirOkcu:
Dear Friends: '

On April 28/Z9/30 we are holding the Znd
Anti_;City Circus on the Waterlooplein
where the fleamarket used to be in the heart
of Amsterdam. The Waterlooplein has been
chosen by the local authorities to govern &
dominate the region of Amsterdam. To ful-
fil these ambitions the authorities have '
already chucked out the street sellers and ’.
the inhabitfants of the Water1ooplein;nearly
everything standing has been torn down and
where for nearly one hundred years the flea
market prospered and people lived there is
no w' a. vast desolate desert.
Last year we inhabitants of the neighbour
hoods surrounding the Waterlooplein have
taken the initiative to organize an Anti-City
Circus as a. protest against the town hall
plans and also to oppose city—forming stead
ily advancing and spreading out over the
entire eastern part of the city-centre.This
year we shall again organise an Anti-City
Circus.
During the manifestation we would like to
lay the accent on building activities. These
will include for example : laying out a park
and building a. childrens zoo with plans for
a skateboard rink and a construction in the
air to visualize the immense size of the
planned town hall. Also there will be lots
of music and other activities.
With this manifestation we aim to strength-
en the opposition to the gigantic building by
setting amenity and other more human uses
of technology and energy against the sterile
and energy absorbing building planned by
the progress ideologists of today.
To further this aim we would like to get in
touch with people who wartt to use their
knowledge of and expe rignce with alternat-
ive technology and energy directly against
city-forming and the building of this atroc-
ious governing factory they call town hall.
So if you want to join us please write to us
as soon as possible so that we can getrto-
gether and talk about the realization of this
project. And if you know of any other people
or groups concerned with alternative tech-
nology please tell them also the contents of
this letter. If you write back soon we can

arrange some accommoda.tion_for_ you.
For the Anti-City Circus
Antonia Bos shard telephone: -

,Groenburgwa.l l5 A 0.2.0 2.25855
1011 HR Amsterdam (qpéigeiggggk) _
The Netherlands 020 245979
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EWS FRO
ONE OF THE USEFUL TASKS of a
journal which appears regu-
larly, as FREEDOM has for
the past 35 years, is to act
as a link for groups, activ-
ities, publications, and the
Contact page at the back of
the News section of FREEDOM
is evidence to this. How-
ever, some of us at Freedom
Press have thought it odd
that we rarely, if ever,
talk about ourselves, about
our projects, and only about
finances when things are
really critical. Well, the
situation at Angel Alley is
by no means critical, but we
are from now on proposing to
use this page to talk about
ourselves and in so doing _
hope to let more active sup-
port not only to carry on
what we are already doing
but if possible to expand
our propaganda activities.
The editorial Collective be-
ing modest folk (as well as
overworked producing the
paper ever week in their
spare time§ have left it to
others in the F.P. to com-
pile this page which aims to
keep you in touch with our
three activities: B0OkshOp,-

rnrrnou DEFICIT FUND
(TARGET 1979 : £2000)

 Donations received
8_- 21 March 1919

TOKYO: Y.H. £1.50; LONDON
W02: L.S. £1; WOLVERHAMP-
TON: J.L. £1.25; JKW: £1;
OAKLAND Calif: R.E. £4;
CAMBRIDGE: A.G. £4; LON-
DON N8: D.G. £1; PENARTH
T,B.; £4; HIGH WYCOMBE
P.W. £2; TWIOKENHAM: Anon
£7; HARROW: M.J.s.d'I. £6;;
MADRID: 0.s. £5.40; TEL-
FORD: M.A. SOP; OASTLE
DOUGLAS: M A £1- LONDON

A GEL ALLEY  
Journal, Publications.* 0

The Press Fund has been an
integral part of F.P. all
these years. At different
times it has helped to fin-
ance projects, but more oft-
en than not it has been a
financial lifebelt for the
deficit on FREEDOM. It has
fluctuated between £1,000
and £1,500 a year whether we
appeal or not thanks mainly
to a nucleus of comrades and
friends who never fail to
add something for the Fund'
when renewing their subscrip-
tion. But need we remind you
that we can no longer do as
much with £1,000 as we could
even only 10 years ago, and
that there are no indica-
tions that fixed charges
which we cannot avoid will
ever go down! So we must aim
at £3,000and to make clear
what the money is needed for
we have decided to drop the
Press Fund, which has lost
its original meaning over
the years, and replace it by

two funds: the FREEDOM DEFI-
CIT FUND with an annual tar-
get of £2,000 and the PREMI-
SES OVERHEADS FUND which O
aims at raising £1,000 a
year. A
If we can raise £2,000 a
year for FREEDOM there will
be a margin for technical
improvements on the paper as
well as for publicity, such
as small paid announcements,
specimen copies to potential
new readers, the occasional
leaflet for free distribu-
tion, and so on.
The PREMISES OVERHEADS FUND
is something new for us, and
we shall go into it in more
detail next time, but it
should serve to remind us
all that fixed charges -
Rates, heating and lighting,
telephone etc. - have become
major items in the budgets
of propaganda set-ups such g
as FREEDOM PRESS and have to
be faced. The alternative of
having no premises to work
from, to warehouse and to
dispatch cannot be seriously
considered.

--An Annotated Miscellany

Lbennis Hardy : Aligrnative .Ray Hemmings : Fift Years
Q2sauai1i2a_is_Eis21e@555“ 93-3192999-’ A Study °f the . 1 1‘Centurx England, £5_9§"v§gp) Development of the Ideas of -

BARGAIN BASEMENT

-A fa C‘ _ 4: d ' _ A-I S.

cludingni 5fi§s3:Il; Inythgs (29p)‘ Or1glna1lyl£2'40‘
kind of book " '3 good Chap“ . 
ter on Anarchi t mm ' ' 0
E.T. Bazeley :Sfigggr Lgggles BOOK OF THE WEEK
and themLittle Cggmggwgglth *
£1.50 i29p§. Bazeley's pio-
neering study of Lane's ed-
ucational work among ‘delin-

. .quents .
*Fred W. Thompson & Patrick
Murfin : Ihe IWW ;_Its first
§gvent' Years l 0 -1215

2. i S. _ .£ 75 55p Two long-time
IWW Activists tell the sto-

and Culture, 6l4pp. Cloth
£8.50, paper £5.50. Avail-
able again after being out
of rint for a number ofP
years. This classic history
and critique of the Nation
State is really two books
in one; the first an analy-

L \ ./ I9 ‘

Rudolf Rocker : Nationalism

I O Q

sw11; H.G. £5; EXMOUTH :
A.B.H. 50p; ROTTERDAM
P.v.d.V. 40p; DUNDEE:
m.r. £5; WOLVERHAMPTON:
J.L. £1.50; J.K.W. 50p;
MONTREAL: w.r. 50p; LON-
non swe; P.T. £2; WHITBY=
S.R.N. £1; TENNESSEE:
M.A.N. £8; KINGS LANGLEY:
H.A. £2; NORWICH: S.M. £2;SUTHERLAND: J.J. £1;
GLASGOW: J.M.B. esp; LON-
non w4; R.W. £2.40-

Total £68.51
Previously ackn'd £420.75

I TOTAL TO DATE £489.06

ry of the Wobblies as it
was - and is'

.1hg_Relggse Bust Book :
Trouble with the Law, £1.25
(l5p). Tells you what to do
- and what not to do - when

,up against the law.
‘Jose Peirats : Anarchistg D
in the Spanish Revolution,
£2.50 (54p). Originally pub-
lished in Spanish in 1964,
thifi iS L116 fiI'S'ti English  '
edition of this important

sis of Political Theory and
its history from an anarch-
ist perspective, the second
a sociological treatise on
race, art, culture and the
evolution of modern society
Written on a vast scale,
but in a most lucid and
learned manner. NEW.
TRADE TERMS ARE AVAILABLE
ON THIS TITLE.

analysis of the role of the Items marked * are published
anarchists in the Spanish in the USA or Canada. Please
Revolution. A work that is add POBt&ge t0 all Orders as
both scholarly and sympathe- . in bIa0k8tB-
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"The problem of sexuality permeates by its very nature every field of

scientific investigation”. This is too often ignored by revolutionaries who
are willing to discuss Marx’s economic doctrines or Kropotkin's sociological
theories, but who regard with the greatest suspicion the work of (psycho-
analysts. Yet the existence of mass neuroses is only too obvious to- ay. It
is glaringly displayed in the cult of leadership which has taken an acute
form in the totalitarian states, but which is equa ly evident in so-called demo-
cratic countries. It has given rise to outbursts of public sadism, in the
glamourised versions of Hollywood producers or, in their crudest form, at
Buchenwald’ and Belsen. It appears more obviously in the numerous cases
of war neurosis, sadism, impotence and frigidity.

To reduce these problems to a question of family allowances, maternity
benefits or old age pensions is ridiculous; to resolve it in terms of insurrec-
tion, of overthrow of the ruling class and the power of the State, is not
enough. Human nature is a whole. The worker is not merely the producer
in the factory or the field; he is also the lover, the father. The problems
which he faces in his home are no less important than those at his place
of work. By trying to separate biological and psychological problems from
the sociological ones, we not only mutilate our theories, but are bound to
reach false conclusions.

Very few scientists claim to be interested in science for its own sake.
Almost all of them want - to put their knowledge at the service of mankind.
But the specialisation of their knowledge has made this task extremely diffi-
cult, one could almost say impossible. They have reached conclusions which-,
instead of helping man to reach a happier life, have taken him along the
wrong path._ The more involved and artificial the system, the more harm-
ful it has been. When scientists merely encouraged men to follow their
instincts, the effect might not have been very deep, but it was in the right
direction. But when elaborate systems of organisation were suggested, the
harm done by them was great, as they orientated man towards an artificial
way of life completely divorced from his own nature. -

' The value of Wilhelm Reich’-s A writings is that he is "a socially con-
scious scientist”, and it is as a socially conscious scientist that he is of particular
interest to us. His work on psychotherapy, on biology and physiology are
too specialised to be considered here. We are unable to judge ow successful
his clinical method has been, or the value of his experiments in orgone-
therapy and cancer research. These are subjects for doctors and psycho-
analysts to discuss, but we believe that thqless specialised part of Dr. Reich’s
writings deserve to be studied by anyone who is dissatisfied with the present
system of society and wishes to see a free and happy world. _Unfortunately,

Though Dr. Reich has been described as a Marxist, he declares, as Marx
did before him, "I am not a Marxist", and indeed he bitterly attacks the
followers of Marx who have distorted the thought and the scientific dis-
coveries of their master. Reich can be called a Marxistin as much as he
adheres to the laws of economics formulated by Marx (in that sense, as
Malatesta said, "We anarchists are all Marxists”), but his conception of the
State is nearer that of Bakunin than that of Marx. In the article quoted
above he declares : y

"State and Society mean two basically different social facts. There is a state
which is above or against Society as best exemplified in the fascist totalitarian
state. There is society without a state, as in the primitive democratic
societies. There are state organisations which work essentially in the direction -of
social interests, and there are others which do not. What has to be‘ remembered
is that ‘state’ does not mean ‘society’. In the course of 20 years, I have not heard
one Soviet economist mention this fact. According to Marxian principles, there is,
in the Soviet Union, no socialism, that is, no abolition of marker economy; there is
state capitalism, that is, capitalism without individual capitalists."§ _

Dr. Reich’s understanding -of the economic structure of society prevented
mouth. \l€’hat he does not say is that Marx advocated a workers’ state as a
transitional stage and did not realise that it would give rise to a new privi-
leged class which would use market economy for its own ends. However,
in the work-democracy advocated by Dr. Reich the state would not exist
(“The ‘well-ordered legal state’ is an illusion, not a reality”), goods would
be produced for needs and not for profit, each individual would be respon-
sible for his own existence and social function.

Dr. Reich’s understanding of the economc structure of society prevented
him from falling into the errors of most psycho-analysts, who have seen in
the Soviet Union or in planned authoritarianism the hope of a free and
happy society, Reich realised the need to introduce "psychological methods
into sociological thinking”. Marx had concerned himself with the problem
of work in relation to man, Freud with the role sexuality played in the
conscious and unconscious of man. Reich tried to solve the conflict between
these two scientific systems, or perhaps it is better to say that he tried to find
a point of contact -between them. ln the article already quoted he explains
this in the following way : i

"The two basic biological functions of the living, then, ‘work’ on the one hand,
frexualny‘ or ‘pleasure function’ :on the other, were treated apart from each other,
111 two separate scientific systems, Marx's sociology on the one hand, and Freud’s
psychology on the other. In Marx’s system, the sexual process led a Cinderella
existence "under the misnomer, ‘development of the family’. The work process, on
the other hand, sufiered the same fate in Freud's phychology; under such misnomers
as ‘sublimation’, ‘hunger instinct’, or ‘ego instinct’. Far from being antithetical,
the two scientific systems, their originators being altogether unaware of it, met in
the biological energy of all living organism: which, according to our functional

~ method or thinking, expresses itself in work on the one hand and rexnalizy on the
other."

This brings us back to the subject of the book we are considering, The
'Funt‘tion of the Orgasm. For Reich the central phenomenon of sexuality
is the orgarnz; it is the focal point of problems arising in the fields of
gnclpology as well as physiology, biology and sociology.” The title of the

is obviously chosen in defiance or those who tnink that sexuality is
ofiensive and the book itself has been written, declares Dr. Reich, not without
humour, at an age ‘when he has not yet lost his illusions regarding the readi-
ness of his fellows to accept revolutionary knowledge. Reich had before
him the example of Freud who in later years watered down his theories on
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there is only one book of his available in this country,Tbe Fnnction of the
Orga.rm,* arid it is from this book that we attempt to give a summary of Dr.
Reich’s theories. I “-

As a whole, Dr. Reich’s work has been ignored by Left-wing and revo-
lutionary movements. It has been left to the forces of reaction, both on the
right and on the left, to recognise in him an enemy of authoritarian society.
A violent newspaper campaign which ‘lasted about ten months was carried
out against Dr. Reich in Norway in 1938. He emigrated to America, but
even there he was not free from police persecution. On the 12th December,
1941, at 2 o'clock in the morning, he was taken out of his bed by agents of
the F.B.I. (equivalent of Scotland Yard) and taken to Ellis Island. Not until
the 5th January was he released unconditionally. His publications have been
banned by the Communists as swell as by the Fascists, by the Socialists as
well as by the Liberals. The explanation for this unpocpularity is that Dr.
Reich has attacked dictatorship under whatever name it isguised itself. In
the October, 1944, issue of the International Iournal of Sex Economy he
reasserts his belief that "Even after the military victory over German fascism,
the fascist human structure will continue to exist in Germany, Russia, America
and everywhere else’

it
REICH Wilhelm: Listen, little man! £0. 50

The Invasion of compulsory sexual morality £0. 50
Mass Psychology of Fascism £1. 00
The Murder -of Christ £ 2. 25
Reich speaks of Freud £0. 75
Sex-Pol. Essays of 1929-34 £1, 50
The Sexual Revolution £ 0. 50
Character Analysis I " £ 4. 50
OLLENDORF ‘Ilse: Reich (biog. by his wife) £ 2. 10
RYCROFT Charles: Reich £0. '70
BOADELLA David: Reich, the evolution of his w.orl_c.£ 2. 95
CHESSER Eustace : Reich and sexual freedom £ 1. 25

sexuality, so as to contradict his own earlier work. Reich has been expelled
from the Association of the psycho-analysts and their publications have been
barred to him, as he was accused of attaching too much importance to sex-
uality. He knows therefore how the pressure of hypocritical and moralistic
society can bring scientists to change their views so as to make them palatable
to the general public.

Reich adheres to the basic, psycho-analytical concepts, but he refused to
follow the psycho-analytic school when it relegated sexuality to a secondary
role so as to gain approval even in reactionary quarters. Theodore P. Wolfe,
who translated Dr. Reich’s book from German into English, points out that:

"Freud’s original theory of sex was revolutionary. and evoked the most violent
reactions. The story of psycho-analysis is essentially the story of never ending
attempts to allay these reactions on the part of a shocked world, and, to make
psycho-analysis socially acceptable, sexuality had to be robbed of its real significance
and to be replaced by something else. Thus, Jung replaced it by a religious
philosophy, Adler by a moralistic one, Rank by the ‘Trauma of Birth,’ etc., etc.”
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In America, says Dr. Wolfe, '
" . . . we are witnessing the development of various ‘sociological’ schools of

psycho-analysis. Theirs is, because it misleads so easily, a particularly dangerous

to
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argument. Whether explicit or buried in a great deal of academic or neologistic
language, the argument is this: ‘The important agent in the etiology of the neuroses
is not sexuality, but social factors’. The appeal of such reasoning, because of the
prevailing tear of sexuality and a general, though vague and confused realization
of the il'np01't3nCC of social factors, is enormous."

Dr. Reich, on the other hand, adheres to Freud's original etiological
rmula of the neurosis, "the neurosis is the result of a conflict between

This is -an all important point as, if ' sexual repression is biologically
determined, it cannot be abolished, but if it is determined by social_ factors,
then a change in those social factors will put an end to it. Malinowski
observed that : .

"Children in the Trobriand islands know no sex repression and no sexual
secrecy. Their sex life is allowed to develop naturally, freely and unhampered
through every stage of life, with lull satisfaction . . . The society of the Trobrian-
ders knew, in the third decade 0 our century, no sexual perversions, no functional
psychoses, no psycho-neuroses, no sex murder; they have no word for theft; homo-
sexuality and masturbation, to them, mean nothing but an unnatural and imperfect
means of sexual gratification, a sign of a disturbed capacity to reach normal satis-
faction . . . The Trobrianders, therefore, are spontaneously clean, orderly, social
without compulsion, intelligent and industrious . . . At the time when Malinowski
made his studies of the Trobriand islanders, there was living a few miles away, on
the Amphlett Islands, a tribe with patriarchal authoritarian family organization. The
people inhabiting these islands were already showing all the traits of the European
neurotic, such as distrust, anxiety, neuroses, perversions, suicide, etc."

 The conclusion from these observations is that, “The determining factor
of the mental health of a population is the condition of its natural love
life.”  i i

A further important fact arises out of Malinowski's studies. Among the
Trobriand islanders there is one group of children who are not allowed
sexual freedom because they are predestined for an economically advantageous
marriage. These children are brought up in sexual abstinence and they show
neuroses and a submissiveness which do not exist among the other children.
From this Reich concludes,

"Sexual suppression is an essential instrument in the production of economic
enslauernent. Thus, sexual suppression in the infant and the adolescent is not, as
psycho-analysis——-in agreement with traditional and erroneous concepts of education——-
contends, the prerequisite of cultural development, sociality, diligence and cleanli-
ness; it is the exact opposite.”

This is corroborated by the observations carried on by Reich on his
own patients. When neurotic patients were restored to a healthy sex-life,
their whole character altered, their submissiveness disappeared, they revolted
against an absurd moral code, against the teachings of the Church, against the
monotony and uselessness of their work. They refused to submit to a mar-
riage without love which gave them no sexual satisfaction, they refused to
carry on with work where they did not have to use their initiative and
creative ‘powers. They felt the need to assert their natural rights and to do
so they elt that a different hind of society was needed. .

y"To the individual with a genital structure, sexuality is a pleasurable experience
and nothing but that; work is joyous vital activity and achievement. To the
morally structured individual, work is burdensome duty or only a means of making

' a living . . . the therapeutic tasle consisted in changing the neurotic character into
a genital character, and in replacing moral regulation by self regulation.”

Dr. Reich shows in case reports how this was done. He had observed
that "the essence of a neurosis is the inability of the fpatient to obtain

I .gratification’_’ (in the sense of orgastic potency defined be ore). Freud had

-.

declared before him in his earlier works "the energy of anxiety is the energy
of repressed sexuality/’,, but the psycho-analysts thought that the disturbance
of genitality" was one symptom among others, while Reich established that
it was the symptom of neurosis.

s "The energy source of the neurosis lies in the differential between tticurnuletivn
I
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instinctual demands and opposing social demands.” In order to understand
neuroses therefore one must study both sexuality and social forces.

"Dr. Reich,” says Wolfe, "was the first to study not only the orgastic process
itself but also the social conditions which influence this process in such a manner as
to produce neuroses en rnasse." D

He gathered his material not merely in the drawing room of the psycho-
analyst, but also in working class clinics, in mass meetings, by a daily contact
with the people. His conclusions were bound to be diflierent from those of
psycho-analysts whose patients came from sheltered bourgeois families.

This does not mean that he foimd that neuroses are petit bourgeois
ailments. _ On the contrary, the working class is as prone to neurosis as
the more sheltered classes, and among it the neuroses take a violent
and brutal aspect undisguised by intellectual niceties. From this vast clinical
experience and from statistics which he obtained, Reich formed the conclu-
sion that the vast majority of the population sufiers from neurosis in a
more or less attenuated form. All these neuroses are due without exception
to a disturbance in the sex life of the man or woman. This became apparent
to Reich, particularly in the case of men, only when he had strictly defined
what healthy sexual life is. "Psychic health," he discovered, “depends upon
orgastic potency, that .is, on the capacity for surrender in the acme of sexual
excitation -in the natural sexual act. ’

Before Reich, psycho-analysts ,had considered men sexually healthy who
could have sexual intercourse, and they- could therefore claim that neurotics
could have a normal sexual life. Reich by analysing in great detail the
orgasm reflex found that no neurotic is able to be orgastically potent. He
further established that the widespread existence of neurosis to-day is due
to the sexual chaos brought about by a society based on authority. It is not
found in human history before the development of the patriarchal social
order, and it is still non-existent to-day in free societies, where:

"The vital energies, under natural conditions, regulate themselves spontaneously,
without compulsive duty or compulsive morality. The latter are a sure indication
of the existence of antisocial tendencies. Antisocial behaviour springs from second-
ary driues which owe their existence to the suppression of natural sexuality.

"The individual brought up in an atmosphere which negates life and sex
acquires a pleasure-anxiety (fear of pleasurable excitation) which is represented
physiologically in chronic muscular spasms. This pleasure-anxiety is the soil on
which the individual re-creates the life-negating ideologies which are the basis of
dictatorship . . . The average character structure of human beings has changed in
the direction of impotence and fear of living, so that authoritarian dictatorships can
establish themselves by pointing to existing human attitudes, such as lack of respon-
sibility and infantilism.” _ _ _ _ _ _

How have men succeeded in crushing their instincts for love and life?
Are they biologically unable to experience pleasure and enjoy freedom?
The causes, say Reich, are not biological, but economic and sociological. It
is the compulsive family and compulsive morality which have destroyed the
natural self-regulation of the vital forces. Malinowski's study of the sexual
life of savages in the South Sea islands has s shown that sexual repression
is of sociological and not biological nature. It has further destroyed the
Freudian concept of the biological nature of the Oedipus conflict, by show-
ing that the child-parent relationship changes with the social structure of
society. The Oedipus complex of t e European does not exist among the
Trobriand Islanders. I-
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$1’  and discharge» of sexual energy. ‘The neurotic psychic apparatus is distinguished
from the healthy one by the constant presence of undischarged sexual energy.

"Freud’s therapeutic formula is correct but incomplete. The first prerequisite
of cure is, indeed, to make the re ressed sexuality conscious. However, though this
alone may effect the cure, it needpnot of necessity do so. It does so only if at the
same time the source of energy, the sexual stasis (damming up of sexual. energy), is
eliminated; in other words, only if the awareness of instinctual demands goes hand
in hand with the capacity for full orgastic gratification. In that case the patho-
logical psychic growths are deprived of energy at the source."

In his description of the ‘formation of actual neurosis (which he calls
stasis neurosis) and psycho-neurosis, Reich begins by stating that sexual
excitation is definitely a somatic process and that neurotic conflicts are of a
psychic nature. A slight psychic conflict will produce a.slight somatic stasis-
or damming up of sexual energy which in its turn will reinforce the conflict,
which will reinforce the stasis. The original conflictis always in existence
in the sexual child-parent conflict, and if this is nourished by the actual stasis
it gives rise to neurosis and ‘psycho-neurosis. But the actual stasis can. be
eliminated by positive sexu gratification, so that the priginal psychic
conflict lacks energy to transform itself into a neurosis. The cycle between
the psychic conflict and the somatic stasis must’ be interrupted, even if it is
only by gratification through masturbation. For the patient to obtain sexual
gratification, it is necessary to destroy his character-armour against his sex-
uality. Dr Reich has elaborated a technique of character-analytic vegeta-
therapy. Its fundamental principle is the restoring of bio-psychic motility
by means of dissolving rigidities (armourings) of the character and muscu-
lature. The term ‘rigidity’ must be taken literally; it is by a contraction
of his muscles, particularly around his sexual organs, by holding back his
breath, that the neurotic builds himself an armour against sexual pleasurable
excitation. ‘
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